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Abstract Community question answering (CQA) represents the type of Web applications where people can exchange
knowledge via asking and answering questions. One significant challenge of most real-world CQA systems is the lack of
effective matching between questions and the potential good answerers, which adversely affects the efficient knowledge
acquisition and circulation. On the one hand, a requester might experience many low-quality answers without receiving a
quality response in a brief time; on the other hand, an answerer might face numerous new questions without being able to
identify their questions of interest quickly. Under this situation, expert recommendation emerges as a promising technique
to address the above issues. Instead of passively waiting for users to browse and find their questions of interest, an expert
recommendation method raises the attention of users to the appropriate questions actively and promptly. The past few
years have witnessed considerable efforts that address the expert recommendation problem from different perspectives.
These methods all have their issues that need to be resolved before the advantages of expert recommendation can be
fully embraced. In this survey, we first present an overview of the research efforts and state-of-the-art techniques for the
expert recommendation in CQA. We next summarize and compare the existing methods concerning their advantages and
shortcomings, followed by discussing the open issues and future research directions.
Keywords community question answering, expert recommendation, challenges, solutions, future directions
1 Introduction
The prosperity of crowdsourcing and web 2.0 has
fostered numerous online communities featuring ques-
tion answering (Q&A) activities. Such communities ex-
ist in various forms such as dedicated websites, online
forums, and discussion boards. They provide a venue
for people to share and obtain knowledge by asking
and answering questions, known as community ques-
tion answering (CQA) [1]. While traditional online in-
formation seeking approaches (e.g., search engines) re-
trieve information from existing information reposito-
ries based on keywords, they face several challenges.
First, answers to some questions may not exist in the
previously answered questions [2] and thus cannot be re-
trieved from existing repositories directly. Second, most
real-world questions are written in complicated natu-
ral languages that require certain human intelligence
to be understood. Third, some questions inherently
seek people’s opinions and can only be answered by hu-
mans. While machines find difficult to handle the above
cases, CQA can leverage the “wisdom of crowds” and
obtain answers from multiple people simultaneously.
Typical Q&A websites include Yahoo! Answers (an-
swers.yahoo.com), Quora (www.quora.com), and Stack
Overflow (stackoverflow.com). The first two websites
cover a wide range of topics, while the last only focuses
on the topic of computer programming.
Though advantages over the traditional information
seeking approaches, CQA faces several unique chal-
lenges. First, a CQA website may have tens of thou-
sands of questions posed every day, let alone the mil-
lions of questions that already exist on the website. The
huge volume of questions makes it difficult for a gen-
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eral answerer to find the appropriate questions to an-
swer [3]. Second, answerers usually have varying inter-
est and expertise in different topics and knowledge do-
mains. Thus, they may give answers of varying quality
to different questions. The time required for preparing
answers [4] and the intention of answering also affect the
quality of their responses. An extreme case is that an-
swerers may give irrelevant answers that distract other
users [5] without serious thinking. All the above situa-
tions cause additional efforts of an information seeker
in obtaining good answers. Third, instead of receiving
an answer instantly, users in CQA may need to wait a
long time until a satisfactory answer appears. Previ-
ous studies [6] show that many questions on real-world
CQA websites cannot be resolved adequately, meaning
the requesters recognize no best answers to their ques-
tions within 24 hours.
Fortunately, several studies [7–9] have shown that
some core answerers are the primary drivers of answer
production in the many communities. Recent work
on Stack Overflow and Quora [10] further indicates that
these sites consist of a set of highly dedicated domain
experts who aim at satisfying requesters’ query but
more importantly at providing answers with high last-
ing value to a broader audience. All these studies sug-
gest the needs for recommending a small group of most
competent answerers, or experts to answer the new
questions. In fact, the long-tail phenomena in many
real-world communities, from the statistic perspective,
lays the ground of the rationale of expert recommenda-
tion in CQA [11], as most answers and knowledge in the
communities come from only a minority of users [11;12].
As an effective means of addressing the practical chal-
lenges of traditional information seeking approaches,
expert recommendation methods bring up the attention
of only a small number of experts, i.e., the users who
are most likely to provide high-quality answers, to an-
swer a given question [13]. Since expert recommendation
inherently encourages fast acquisition of higher-quality
answers, it potentially increases the participation rates
of users, improves the visibility of experts, as well as
fosters stronger communities in CQA.
Given the advantages of expert recommendation
and related topics such as question routing [6;14] and
question recommendation [15] in the domains of Natu-
ral Language Processing (NLP) and Information Re-
trieval (IR), we aim to present a comprehensive survey
on the expert recommendation in CQA. On the one
hand, considerable efforts have been conducted on the
expert recommendation and have delivered fruitful re-
sults. Therefore, it is necessary to review the related
methods and techniques to gain a timely and better
understanding of state of the art. On the other hand,
despite the active research in CQA, expert recommen-
dation remains a challenging task. For example, the
sparsity of historical question and answer records, low
participation rates of users, lack of personalization in
recommendation results, the migration of users in or
out of communities, and lack of comprehensive consid-
eration of different clues in modeling users expertise are
all regarded as challenging issues in literature. Given
the diverse existing methods, it is crucial to develop a
general framework to evaluate these methods and ana-
lyze their shortcomings, as well as to point out promis-
ing future research directions.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first com-
prehensive survey that focuses on the expert recommen-
dation issue in CQA. The remainder of the article is or-
ganized as follows. We overview the expert recommen-
dation problem in Section 2 and its current applications
in CQA in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the clas-
sification and introduction of state of the art expert rec-
ommendation methods. In Section 5, we compare the
investigated expert recommendation methods on vari-
ous aspects and discuss their advantages and pitfalls.
In Section 6, we highlight several promising research
directions. Finally, we offer some concluding remarks
in Section 7.
2 Expert Recommendation Problem
The expert recommendation issue is also known as
the question routing or expert finding problem. The
basic inputs of an expert recommendation problem in-
clude users (i.e., requesters and answerers) and user-
generated content (i.e., the questions raised by re-
questers and the answers provided by answerers). More
inputs might be available depending on the applica-
tion scenarios. Typically, they include user profiles
(e.g., badges, reputation scores, and links to external
resources such as Web pages), users’ feedback on ques-
tions and answers (e.g., textual comments and votings),
and question details (e.g., the categories of questions
and duplication relations among questions). The rela-
tionship among the different types of inputs of an ex-
pert recommendation problem is described in the class
diagram shown in Fig. 1.
Question answering websites usually organize infor-
mation in the form of threads. Each thread is led by a
single question, which is replied to with none, one, or
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Fig.1. Elements of expert recommendation in CQA.
multiple answers. Each question or answer is provided
by a single user, called a requester or an answerer, re-
spectively. A requester may ask multiple questions, and
each answerer may answer various questions. A user
can be either a requester or an answerer, or both at the
same time in the same CQA website, and all users are
free to provide different types of feedback on the posted
questions and answers. For example, in Stack Overflow,
any registered user can comment and vote (by giving
a thumb up or thumb down) on an answer posted for
any question, and the requester has the authority to
mark one from the posted answers as the best answer.
In case that the requester has not designated the best
answer within a specified period, the system will auto-
matically mark the response that received the highest
voting score as the best answer.
The objective of the expert recommendation prob-
lem is to raise the attention of experts, i.e., a small num-
ber of users who are most likely to provide high-quality
answers, to the given question based on the above prob-
lem inputs. Despite the various possible types of inputs,
only a subset of them might be available in a specific
application scenario. Therefore, researchers may define
the expert recommendation problem differently accord-
ing to the inputs. Besides, researchers may take into
account different concerns and expect different types
of outputs from their methods. Generally, topical rel-
evance and expertise are the two most considered as-
pects of concerns by the existing research. While some
researchers develop methods to find a group of high-
quality answerers, other researchers aim to deliver a
ranked list, where the users are ranked according to
their potential to provide the best answer. We will
elaborate the variations in the problem definition in
Section 5.
Generally, it is only necessary to recommend experts
when the new question is significantly different from
any previous questions with best answers, meaning that
no satisfactory answers are readily available within the
archive of best answers to the earlier questions. Expert
recommendation generally brings about the following
advantages to CQA: i) users usually prefer answers from
experts, who are supposed to have sufficient motiva-
tion and knowledge to answer the given questions and
therefore more likely to provide high-quality answers
promptly; ii) expert recommendations can potentially
reduce the waiting time of requesters in finding satis-
factory answers as well as the time of experts in find-
ing their questions of interests; iii) by bridging the gap
between requesters and answerers, expert recommenda-
tions can potentially promote their participation rates
and thus foster stronger communities. Since experts
are recommended with questions that fit their exper-
tise, their visibility is expected to be improved as well.
3 Current Applications in CQA
Currently, there exist various Q&A websites where
expert recommendation techniques are applied or can
be potentially applied. Due to the large number of
Q&A websites that exist nowadays, we selectively list
some typical Q&A websites by launch year in Table 1.
In the following subsections, we will categorize and give
further illustrations of several typical websites of each
category.
3.1 Early CQA Services
Most early-stage Q&A services (e.g., the first four
websites in Table 1) meet a requesters’ information
needs by resorting to the opinions of experts rather than
the crowd. These experts are acknowledged by either
the websites or third-party authorities and are often
limited in number. They usually have rich knowledge
and experience in some domains but require a payment
for the answers they provide. We introduce two of these
websites as examples as follows:
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Table 1. Some Popular Question Answering Communities
Community Language Specialized Domain Launch Year Still Active Quality Guarantee
MedHelp English Medical 1994 Y Y
Mad Scientist Netwok English Various 1995 Y Y
WebMD English Medical 1996 Y Y
Google Answers Multiple Various 2002 N Y
Naver KiN Korean Various 2002 Y N
WikiAnswers English Various 2002 Y N
Answerbag English Various 2003 Y N
IAsk Chinses Various 2005 Y N
Baidu Knows Chinese Various 2005 Y N
Live QnA English Various 2006 N N
TurboTax Live Community English Tax 2007 Y N
Sogou Wenwen Chinese Various 2007 Y N
Stack Overflow English Programming 2008 Y N
Quora English Various 2010 Y N
Seasoned Advice English Cooking 2010 Y N
Mad Scientist Network 1 : a famous ask-a-scientist
web service where people ask questions by filling forms
and moderators are responsible for reviewing the ques-
tions and sending them to the appropriate members for
answers. The moderators will also review the answers
before making them public.
Google Answers 2 : a knowledge market service de-
signed as an extension to Google’s search service. There
were a group of answerers called Google Answers Re-
searchers who are officially approved to answer ques-
tions through an application process. Instead of pas-
sively waiting for other people to moderate or answer
their questions, people can actively find the potential
answerers by themselves and pay the answerers.
3.2 General-purpose CQA Websites
The Q&A services that emerge in the past two
decades are increasingly leveraging the “wisdom of the
crowd” rather than a small number of experts to give
answers. Websites following this philosophy allow any
users to voluntarily answer any questions on their free
will and most of them serve as general purpose plat-
forms for knowledge sharing rather then domain fo-
cused ones. We overview some typical general purpose
websites as follows:
Quora: one of the largest existing Q&A website
where users can ask and answer questions, rate and
edit the answers posted by others.
Zhihu 3 : a Chinese Q&A website similar to Quora.
It allows users to create and edit questions and answers,
rate system, and tag questions. Also, users may also
post blogs in Zhihu for sharing while others can view
and comment on such posts.
Naver KiN 4 : a Korean CQA community, one of
the earlier cases of expansion of search service using
user-generated content.
WikiAnswers 5 : a wiki service that allows people
to raise and answer questions, as well as edit existing
answers to questions. It uses a so-called “alternates sys-
tem” to automatically merge similar questions. Since
an answer may be associated with multiple questions,
duplicated entries can be avoided to some extent.
Answerbag 6 : a CQA community where users can
ask and answer questions, give comments to answers,
rate questions, rate answers, and suggest new cate-
gories.
Live QnA 7 : also known as MSN QnA, was part of
Microsoft MSN group services. In this system, users
can ask and answer questions, tag them to specific top-
ics, and gain points and reputations by answering ques-
1 http://www.madsci.org/, May 2018.
2 http://answers.google.com/, May 2018.
3 http://www.zhihu.com/, May 2018.
4 http://kin.naver.com/, May 2018.
5 http://www.wikianswers.com/, May 2018.
6 http://www.answerbag.com/, May 2018.
7 http://qna.live.com/, May 2018.
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tions.
3.3 Domain-focused CQA Websites
Compared with those general purpose websites,
each domain-focused Q&A website only covers limited
topics or knowledge domains. The Stack Exchange net-
works are probably the largest host of domain-focused
Q&A websites nowadays. Some typical websites hosted
by it include the following:
MathOverflow 8 : a Q&A website focused on math-
ematical problems.
AskUbuntu 9 : a website supporting Q&A activities
related to Ubuntu operation Systems.
StackOverflow : a Q&A website focused on com-
puter programming.
All these websites follow similar sets of styles and
functions. Apart from the basic question answering
features, they commonly use badges to recognize the
achievement of answerers and grant badges to users
based on their reputation points. Users can also un-
lock more privileges with higher reputation points.
3.4 Summary
In summary, despite the prevalence of diverse types
of Q&A websites, few of them have incorporated any
effective expert recommendation techniques to bridge
requesters and answers. To the best of our knowledge,
currently, the only implementation of the idea of rout-
ing questions to the appropriate users in Q&A is called
“Aardvark” [16]. However, the primary purpose of this
system is to serve as an enhanced search engine, and
the expert recommendation techniques it employs are
still at a preliminary stage. Recently, Bayati et al. [17]
design a framework for recommending security experts
for software engineering projects. This framework offers
more strength to facilitate expert recommendation by
considering multiple aspects of users such as program-
ming language, location, and social profiles on domi-
nant programming Q&A websites like StackOverflow.
Since the Q&A systems can be regarded as a type of
crowdsourcing systems [18], the expert recommendation
methods for a Q&A system can potentially be gener-
alized and applied to general crowdsourcing systems as
well.
4 Expert Recommendation Methods
As the major technique to facilitate effective CQA,
considerable efforts have been contributed to the ex-
pert recommendation research from the information re-
trieval (IR), machine learning, and social computing
perspectives, and have delivered fruitful results. We
classify the state of the art expert recommendation
methods into eight categories and review the methods
by category in the following subsections.
4.1 Simple Methods
One of the most critical tasks of expert recommen-
dation is to evaluate users. Given a new question to
be answered, some methods use simple metrics such
as counts of positive/negative votes, proportions of
best answers, and the similarity between the new ques-
tion and users’ previous answered questions to evaluate
users’ fitness to answer the questions. In the following,
we introduce the methods that use the three metrics,
respectively. For any of these methods, a higher score
indicates a better answerer.
Votes: the method evaluates a user by the number
of affirmative votes minus the number of negative votes,
combined with the total percentage of affirmative votes
that the user receives from other users averaged over
all the answers the user have attempted.
Best answer proportion: this method ranks users by
the fraction of best answers among all the answers at-
tempted by an answerer. The best answers are either
awarded by the requester of questions or by the ques-
tion answering platform when requesters designate no
best answers.
Textual similarity : the most famous method for
measuring textual similarity is to compute the cosine
similarity based on the term frequency-inverse docu-
ment frequency (TF-IDF) model, a classic vector space
model (VSM) [19] borrowed from the information re-
trieval domain. VSM is readily applicable to computing
the similarity of an answerer’s profile to a given ques-
tion. Therefore, it can be directly used for the expert
recommendation by relating a new question to the an-
swerers who have previously answered the most relevant
questions to the given question.
8 http://mathoverflow.net/, May 2018.
9 http://askubuntu.com/, May 2018.
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4.2 Language Models
Despite the simplicity, VSM adopts the “bag-of-
words” assumption and thus brings the high-dimension
document representation issue. In contrast, language
models use a generative approach to compute the word-
based relevance of a user’s previous activities to the
given question, and in turn, to predict the possibility
of a user answering the question. Such models can,
to some extent alleviate the high dimension issue. In a
language model, the users whose profiles are most likely
to generate the given question are believed to have to
highest probability to answer the given question. The
model finally returns a ranked list of users according to
their likelihood of answering the given question.
The language model-based methods include profile-
based methods and document-based methods. The for-
mer [20] models the knowledge of each user with the as-
sociated documents and ranks the candidate experts
for a given topic based on the relevance scores between
their profiles and the given question. The latter [20]
finds related documents for a given topic and ranks
candidates based on mentions of the candidates in the
related documents.
4.2.1 QLL and Basic Variants
Among the methods of this category, query likeli-
hood language (QLL) model [21] is the most popular
technique. QLL calculates a probability that user pro-
files will generate terms of the routed question. The
traditional language models often suffer the mismatch
between the question and user profiles caused by the
co-occurrence of random words in user profiles or ques-
tions resulting from data sparseness. Translation mod-
els [22] overcomes data sparseness by employing statis-
tical machine translation and can differentiate between
exact matched words and translated semantically re-
lated ones. A typical work [23] using this method views
the problem as an IR problem. It considers the new
question as a query and the expert profiles as docu-
ments. It next estimates an answerer’s expertise by
combining its previously answered questions, and re-
gards experts as the users who have answered the most
similar questions in the past.
Besides the basic models, many variants of QLL
have also emerged as alternatives or enhancements. For
example, Liu et al. propose two variants of the ba-
sic language model, namely relevance-based language
model [24] and cluster-based language model [25] to rank
user profiles. Petkova and Croft [26] propose a hierarchi-
cal language model which uses a finer-grained approach
with a linear combination of the language models built
on subcollections of documents.
4.2.2 Category-sensitive QLL
Considering the availability of categories in many
Q&A websites, Li et al. [27] propose a category-sensitive
QLL model to exploit the hierarchical category infor-
mation presented with questions in Yahoo! Answers.
Once a question gets categorized, the task is to find the
users who are most likely to answer that question within
its category. Their experiments over the Yahoo! An-
swers dataset show that taking categories into account
improves the recommendation performance. A limita-
tion of the category-sensitive model is that categories
need to be well predefined and some questions might
be closely related to multiple categories due to the ex-
istence of similar categories that share the same con-
texts. A possible solution to address this limitation is
the transferred category-sensitive QLL model [27], which
additionally builds and considers the relevance between
categories.
4.2.3 Expertise-aware QLL
Zheng et al. [28] linearly combine two aspects, user
relevance (computed based on the QLL) and answer
quality (estimated using a maximum entropy model),
using the simple weighted sum method to represent
user expertise on a given question. Besides the rele-
vance and quality aspects, Li et al. [6] further consider
the availability of users and use the weighted sum of
the three aspects to represent user expertise on a given
question. In particular, the relevance is estimated us-
ing the QLL model, the answer quality is estimated as
the weighted average of previous answer quality incor-
porated with the Jelinek-Mercer smoothing [29] method,
and users’ availability to answer a given question during
a given period is predicted by an autoregressive model.
Compared with most existing methods, this method ex-
ploits not only time series availability information of
users but also multiple metadata features such as an-
swer length, question-answer length, number of answers
for this question, the answerer’s total points, and the
answerer’s best answer ratio. These features have rarely
been used by the existing research.
4.3 Topic Models
Since language models are based on exact word
matching, they are most effective when they are used
within the same topic. Besides, they are not able to
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capture more advanced semantics and solve the prob-
lem of the lexical gap between a question and user pro-
files. In contrast, topic models do not require the word
to appear in the user profile, as it measures their re-
lationship in the topic space rather than in the word
space. It can, therefore, alleviate the lexical gap prob-
lem and previous experimental evaluations have con-
firmed the better performance of many topic models
over language models [30;31]. Here, we focus on review-
ing two most widely used topic models, Probabilistic
Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) and Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA), as well as their variants and a few
other models.
4.3.1 PLSA and Its Variants
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)
a.k.a. Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing
(PLSI) [32] is developed based on Latent Semantic In-
dexing (LSI) [33], which uses Singular Value Decomposi-
tion to represent a document in a low-dimension space.
Compared with LSI, which lacks semantic explanation,
PLSA uses latent topics to represent documents and
model the data generation process as a Bayesian net-
work. In this way, it can leverage the semantic between
words in documents to reduce the document representa-
tion space dimension. There are generally two classes of
PLSA-based methods that model users directly and in-
directly, respectively. We briefly review the two classes
of methods as follows:
Direct User Model by PLSA. Methods of this class
treat all the questions that a user accesses as one docu-
ment. Then, PLSA is used directly to derive the topic
information of the user using word distributions. A typ-
ical method of this class [15] would identify the under-
lying topics of questions to match users’ interest and
thereby help the capable users locate the right ques-
tions to answer. The Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm is generally used to find a local maximum of
the log-likelihood of the question collection and to learn
model parameters.
Indirect User Model by PLSA. A typical method of
this class is proposed in [34]. This work presents an
incremental automatic expert recommendation frame-
work based on PLSA. It considers both users’ interests
and feedback and takes questions as documents. It fur-
ther uses PLSA to model the question to gain its distri-
bution on topics, followed by representing users as the
average of topic distributions of all the questions that
he accesses to facilitate recommendation.
A most important variant of PLSA is probably the
Dual Role Model (DRM) proposed by Xu et al. [35].
Instead of combining the consideration of a user as
a requester and an answerer, DRM separately mod-
els users’ roles as requesters and as answerers and de-
rive the corresponding probabilistic models based on
PLSA. Depending on the modeling approach of user’s
role, DRM diverges into independent DRM, a type of
method modeling user role indirectly, and dependent
DRM, a method which learns the role model directly.
In particular, the independent DRM assumes all users
are independent of each other and models each user
individually. In contrast, dependent DRM considers
the dependence between users. Besides modeling users’
topic distribution as requesters and answerers, it addi-
tionally models the relationship between answerers and
requesters for better performance.
4.3.2 LDA and Its Variants
The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [36] is
probably the most widely used topic model among all
existing topic models developed. In LDA, the topic
mixture is drawn from a conjugate Dirichlet prior that
remains the same for all users. More specifically, LDA
assumes a certain generative process for data. To gener-
ate a user profile, LDA assumes that for each user pro-
file a distribution over topics is sampled from a Dirich-
let distribution. In the next step, for each word in the
user profile, a single topic is chosen according to this
topic distribution. Finally, each word is sampled from
a multinomial distribution over words specific to the
sampled topic. Here, we briefly review two important
classes of LDA variants that have been applied for the
expert recommendation in CQA:
Segmented Topic Model (STM) [37]. This is a topic
model that discovers the hierarchical structure of top-
ics by using the two-parameter Poisson Dirichlet pro-
cess [38]. As a four-level probabilistic model, STM con-
tains two levels of topic proportions and shows supe-
riority over traditional models. Instead of grouping all
the questions of a user under a single topic distribution,
it allows each question to have a different and separate
distribution over the topics. A user profile is considered
a document that contains questions (segments). The
above distributions cover the expertise set of a user,
the topics of each question in the profile, as well as the
correlation between each profile and its questions.
TagLDA [39]. This method uses only tag informa-
tion to infer users’ topical interest. It is more efficiently,
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but the effectiveness is dependent on the accuracy and
availability of tags.
4.3.3 Expertise-aware LDA
The work in [40] considers both the topical interest
and expertise of a user relevant to the topics of the
given question. It also uses LDA to identify topical in-
terest from previous answers of the user, but additional
compute the expertise level of users using collaborative
voting mechanism. Sahu et al. [39] incorporate question
tags and related voting information in LDA to compute
user expertise, where user expertise is computed based
on both the topical distribution of users and voting in-
formation under the same question tags.
4.3.4 Other Topic Models
Besides the famous QLL and LDA models, Zhou
et al. [14] propose a method that groups threads (i.e.,
a question and related answers) of similar content into
clusters to build a cluster-based thread for each user.
Each cluster represents a coherent topic and is associ-
ated with users to indicate the relevance relationship.
The ranking score for a user is then computed based
on the aggregation of the relevance of the user to all
clusters given a new question. Guo [3] proposes a user-
centric and category-sensitive generative model for dis-
covering topics, named User-Question-Answer (UQA).
The work incorporates topics discovered by UQA model
with term-level matching methods to recommend ex-
perts and increase the participation rate of users in
CQA. In this model, each user is considered as a pseudo-
document which is a combination of all the questions
the user has asked and all the answers the user has pro-
vided in reply to other users’ questions. More methods
can be derived based on this model as well as the com-
binations of these methods.
4.4 Network-based Methods
The network-based methods evaluate users’ author-
itativeness in a user-user network formed by their
asking-answering relations and recommend the most
authoritative users as experts for a new question. The
simplest network-based method uses Indegree [41] to
rank and recommend users. In particular, an inde-
gree score equals the number of other users a user has
helped by answering their questions, represented by an
arrow from the requester to the answerer in the user-
user network. Since frequent posters tend to have a
significant interest in the topic and a larger degree of a
node usually correlates with answer quality [41;42], this
method regards the users with higher degrees as better
answerers for the recommendation. The mainstream of
this category include three families of methods based
on PageRank [43], HITS [44], and ExpertiseRank [41], re-
spectively. We will also briefly introduce several other
network-based methods to gain a comprehensive view
of the related techniques.
4.4.1 PageRank and Its Variants
PageRank [45;46] uses nodes to represent users, and a
directed edge to indicate one user (i.e., the source node)
answers the questions of another user (i.e., the destina-
tion node). It estimates the likelihood that a random
walk following links (and occasional random jumps) will
visit a node. Each edge is associated with an affinity
weight that measures the times that the answerer has
replied to the requesters’ questions. Two users are con-
nected if their affinity weight is greater than 0, and
the transition probabilities between nodes are obtained
by normalizing the affinity weights. Now, the algorithm
has been extended to bias the jump probability for par-
ticular topics [47] and many others static web ranking
tasks. Choetkiertikul et al. [48] also use PageRank, but
they measure the weights differently, i.e., evaluating the
number of users’ tags and activity times in common as
weights between the users who have asking-answering
relations.
The main variants of PageRank include SALSA [49],
EntityRank [50], TwitterRank [51], and AuthorRank [52].
They differ from the above PageRank-based methods
in focusing on some specific application domains. How-
ever, they still have the potential to be generalized to
broader scenarios.
4.4.2 HITS and Its Variants
Different from PageRank, which does not distin-
guish between hub and authority nodes, the HITS al-
gorithm is based on the observation that there are two
types of nodes: (1) hubs, which links to authoritative
nodes; (2) authorities, which provide useful information
on the given topics. HITS assigns each node two scores:
hub score and authority score. A hub score represents
the quality of outgoing links from the nodes while au-
thority represents the quality of information located on
that nodes. A typical work based on HITS is proposed
by Jurczyk et al. [45;46]. Instead of the times of the an-
swerer replying to the requester’s questions, this work
models the weights of edges to indicate answer quality
in HITS, based on users’ explicit feedback, e.g., thumb
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up/down from users, and whether the answer is the best
answer. The results show that the HITS algorithm out-
performs the methods based on simple graph measures
such as in-degree.
An important variant of HITS is proposed by
Shahriari et al. [53]. Instead of considering the entire
user-user network as a single community, this method
regards the network as the combination of multiple
user communities. Thereby, it detects overlapping
communities [54] and differentiate the impact of intra-
community and inter-community users to other users
in the user-user network.
4.4.3 Expertise-aware Network-based Methods
Zhang et al. [41] propose ExpertiseRank based on
the intuition that an answerer whore replies to a ques-
tion usually has superior expertise than the requester
on the specific topic. Their experimental results indi-
cate that for a closed domain such as the Java devel-
oper forum, ExpertiseRank performs better than gen-
eral graph-based algorithms like PageRank and HITS.
ExpertiseRank considers not only how many other users
a user has helped but also which other users the user
has helped. It propagates the expertise scores of users
through the question-answer relationship in a user-user
network. The intuition behind ExpertiseRank is that
one should get more credit for answering the questions
of a user with higher expertise rather than the questions
of a user with lower expertise.
The ExpertiseRank computation finally derives a
score for each user, called z-score, based on which
to quantify their authoritativeness. Z-score [41] com-
bines users’ asking and replying patterns to measure
how many standard deviations above or below the ex-
pected ‘random’ value a user lies. The more questions
a user has answered and the fewer questions the user
has asked, the higher the Z-score of this user. There-
fore, this method recommends users with the highest z-
scores as experts. The experts obtained by this method
should answer many questions and ask very few ques-
tions.
Besides ExpertiseRank, Jurczyk et al. [45] incorpo-
rate users’ authoritativeness on a given question (esti-
mated by the tags of users’ posts) and users’ answer
quality (predicted based on their past answer activi-
ties); the method in [55] differs in determining user qual-
ity by the number of best answers they provide. Zhou
et al. [14] use the post content of users to compute user
expertise and reply frequencies of users computed by
PageRank to re-rank users. They further use inverted
indexes and threshold algorithm [56] to store and re-
trieve pre-computed intermediate scores to accelerate
the computation. The final score of a user takes the
product of the results of language model and the re-
sults of PageRank.
4.4.4 Other Network-based Methods
Here, we review some typical enhancement or ex-
tension of the traditional link analysis methods as fol-
lows: Zhu et al. [57;58] additionally consider the cate-
gory relevance of questions and rank user authority in
an extended category link graph; Liu et al. [59] compre-
hensively utilize multiple types of relationships between
requesters and answerers, and between the best answer-
ers and other answerers to find expert users; rather
than leveraging the asking-answering interactions, Lai
et al. [60] employ the endorsement relationship among
users to form user reputation graphs, based on which
to recommend experts. Similarly, Lin et al. [61]compute
user reputation based on their trust relationship in a
user-user network. By assuming each question has a
known category and theme, they cluster users based
on their reputation scores on each question theme and
evaluate users based on their theme-specific reputation.
Liu et al. [62] incorporate user-subject relevance (com-
puted by cosine similarity) and user reputation with
users’ category-specific authoritativeness obtained from
link analysis for the expert recommendation.
The latest network-based method is proposed by Liu
et al. [63]. This work routs questions to potential an-
swerers from the viewpoint of knowledge graph embed-
ding and integrates topic representations with network
structure into a unified question routing framework.
The framework takes into account various types of re-
lationships among users and questions. It is demon-
strated to increase the answer rates of questions by us-
ing the recommended experts.
4.5 Classification Methods
When regarding experts as a particular class of users
among all users, the problem of identifying the experts
can be easily transformed into a classification problem
that aims to distinguish such a particular class of expert
users from the other users. Compared with the other
methods, classification methods can easily apply multi-
ple aspects of features from the user, question, answer,
or user-user interaction’s perspectives, to the expert
recommendation problem. For example, Pal et al. [64]
use three classes of features and train a binary classifier
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to distinguish experts from ordinary users. These fea-
tures include question features (e.g., question length,
word n-gram), user features (e.g., number of answers
and number of best answers provided by a user), and
user feedback on answers (e.g., user votes and com-
ments to the answers),
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the most used
classification method for distinguishing expert from
those non-experts. Beside diverse methods, the clas-
sification methods have used different features besides
the basic question and user features, such as part-of-
speech features, graph features to trains their models.
For example, Pal et al. [65] extract features by model-
ing users’ motivation and ability to help others and use
SVM and C4.5 decision tree separately for expert detec-
tion. Zhou et al. [66] also use SVM but they define both
local and global features on questions, user history, and
question-user relationship and additional consider KL-
divergence as a new feature. Ji et al. [67] additionally
use text similarities as features to train SVM and one
of its variant, RankingSVM.
Besides, more methods such as random forests
(RF) [48] and Naive Bayes [68] are used by existing stud-
ies. Some typical work includes: Le et al. [69] con-
sider more new features such as community features
(e.g., average score of posts, average number of com-
ments, average favorites marked), temporal features
(e.g., time gaps between posts), and consistent fea-
tures (e.g., scores of the posts, time gap between re-
cent posts). They also try some new methods like lo-
gistic regression and adaptive boosting in addition to
decision trees and random forest for the classification.
As an enhancement to decision trees, Dror et al. [70]
propose a representation model based on multi-channel
vector space model, where users and questions are rep-
resented as vectors consisting of multi-dimensional fea-
tures. Then, the matching degree between a user and
a question is learned from their respective features us-
ing a binary classifier called Gradient Boosted Decision
Trees (GBDT).
Instead of the conventional features used for iden-
tifying experts, Pal et al. [64] use a different crite-
rion, question selection bias, for recommending experts,
based on the assumption that experts prefer answering
questions to which they bear a higher chance of mak-
ing a valuable contribution. o They use the probability
of answering questions of different value as the feature
vector and employ two methods, logistic regression and
Gaussian Mixture Model, to solve the binary classifica-
tion problem. In a later version, Pal et al. [71] use differ-
ent equations to estimate the value of existing questions
and to model the selection probabilities of questions by
users. The method shows better performance of the
Bagging metaclassifier over several single-version clas-
sification algorithms The work also partially confirms
that experts have some bias on question selection based
on the existing value of answers to the questions.
Given the advantages of ranked recommendation re-
sults over unranked results, Ji et al. [67] propose Rank-
ingSVM, a ranking model based on SVM, for the ex-
pert recommendation. Burel et al. [72] extract pat-
terns from the question-selection behaviors of users in
a Q&A community and then use Learning to Rank
(LTR) models to identify the most relevant question
to a user at any given time. They further employ Ran-
dom Forests, LambdaRank [73], and ListNet [74] to de-
rive a pointwise method, a pairwise method, and a list-
wise method, respectively, to gain ranked expert list
along with the classification process. Similarly, Cheng
et al. [75] also formalize expert finding as a learning-to-
rank task. However, they leverage users’ voting infor-
mation on answers as the “relevance” labels and utilize
LambdaMART to learn ranking models which directly
optimizes a rank-based evaluation metric, normalized
discounted cumulative gain (nDCG). Logistic regres-
sion [76] has also been used recently to facilitate both
ranking and classification.
4.6 Expertise Probabilistic Models
Dom et al. [77] propose the only probabilistic model
that focuses on user expertise for the expert recom-
mendation in CQA. They use a Bayesian probabilis-
tic model to obtain a posterior estimate of user credi-
bility thereby recommending experts for a given ques-
tion. This work assumes user expertise conforms to the
Bernoulli distribution (or the mixture of two beta distri-
butions) and uses Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) esti-
mation to make predictions. It then ranks users accord-
ing to their probabilities of providing the best answer to
the given question, characterized by the probability of
each user to be awarded the best answer on a question
given the user’s question-answering history. The work
also discovered that Bayesian smoothing performs bet-
ter than several other smoothing methods such as max-
imum a priori estimation, maximum likelihood (ML)
estimation, and Laplace smoothing.
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4.7 Collaborative Filtering Methods
Given the advantages such as flexibility and scala-
bility of collaborative filtering (CF) methods, esp., the
matrix factorization techniques [78] in the recommenda-
tion domain, some researchers seek to use CF for the
expert recommendation in CQA. For example, Cho et
al. [79] consider that case that only one expert will be
designated to answer each question. They then cap-
ture users’ behavioral features as potential answerers
by matrix factorization [80]. Regularization terms are
incorporated to represent user interest, user similarity,
and users’ probability to answer for better performance.
Instead of the basic matrix factorization model,
Yang et al. [81] employ probabilistic matrix factorization
(PMF), which combines generative probabilistic model
and matrix factorization, to address the expert recom-
mendation problem. In particular, PMF learns the la-
tent feature space of both users and tags to build a
user-tag matrix [82], which is then used to recommend
experts given a new question.
4.8 Hybrid Methods
To comprehensively take into account multiple as-
pects of clues, some researchers propose hybrid methods
that combine different aspects of concerns techniques
and different techniques for better recommendation re-
sults. Here, we review the typical hybrid methods as
follows.
4.8.1 Language Model + Topic Model
Liu et al. [30] combine QLL and LDA and show the
hybrid approach outperforms either of the original mod-
els.
4.8.2 Topic Model + Network-based Method
Zhou et al. [83] identify authoritative users by con-
sidering both the link structure and topic information
about users. They first apply LDA to obtain user-topic
matrix and topic-word matrix, and then use PageR-
ank and Topical PageRank for the expert recommen-
dation. Liu et al. [84] propose a topic-sensitive proba-
bilistic model to estimate the user authority ranking
for each question. The model is based on PageRank
incorporate with topical similarities between users and
questions. A very similar method named topic-sensitive
link analysis is proposed by Yang et al. [85]. Recently,
Rao et al. [86] propose a similar approach that recom-
mends experts based on users’ topical relevance and
authoritativeness given a new question. They also use
LDA to discover topics but measure users’ authorita-
tiveness for each topic based on the ‘like’ relationship
among users in a social network.
Zhao et al. [87] use the TEL model to generate topic
information, based on which to model experts over top-
ics. TEL is based on LDA and is a unified model
combining both graph-based link analysis and content-
based semantic analysis for expert modeling in CQA.
Instead of using a fixed user-answering graph to influ-
ence the prior of expert modeling, TEL highlights the
causal relationship between topics and experts by using
both user-user matrix and question-user matrix to rep-
resent a user’s contribution to another user or a ques-
tion, with best answers given higher weights. It is com-
pared with two baseline topic modeling methods, one
recommending experts based on requester-answerer in-
teractions and the other recommending experts based
on question-answerer interactions, which show its bet-
ter performance.
Zhou et al. [88] extend PageRank with the topic-
sensitive probabilistic model by considering topical
similarity. In particular, the method improves the
PageRank-based expert recommendation methods by
running PageRank for each topic separately, with each
topic-specific PageRank prefers those users with high
relevance to the corresponding topic. As a further
step, Yang et al. [89] jointly model topics and exper-
tise to find experts with both similar topical preference
and superior topical expertise on the given question.
The method integrates textual content model (GMM)
and link structure analysis and leverages both tagging
and voting information. It linearly incorporates the
estimated user topical expertise score into the recur-
sive PageRank score computation formula and extends
PageRank to make the final recommendation.
4.8.3 Language+Topic+Network-based Model
Liu et al. [30] assume that more authoritative an-
swerers may give more accurate answers, and more ac-
tive answerers may be more willing to answer new ques-
tions. They linearly combine QLL and LDA models to
compute relevance, and additionally consider both user
activity and authority information for the recommen-
dation.
4.8.4 Topic Model + Classification Method
RankingSVM [67] employs LDA to calculate text
similarity and use this similarity as a feature in a
classification method for the expert recommendation.
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The experimental results show the resulting method
achieves better performance than SVM.
4.8.5 Topic Model +Collaborative Filtering
Yan et al. [90] combine topic model and tensor fac-
torization for the expert recommendation. They train
an LDA via Gibbs Sampling with a manually defined
topic number, followed by performing tensor factoriza-
tion (TF) based on “requester-topic-answerer” triples
via gradient descent to compute the recommendation
scores of users.
4.8.6 Network-based Method + Clustering
Following the similar idea of geo-social community
discovery [91] in Point of Interest (POI) recommenda-
tion, Bouguessa et al. [55] incorporate clustering meth-
ods with network-based measures for the expert recom-
mendation. In particular, they consider the number of
best answers as an indicator of authoritativeness of a
user in a user-user network, where users are connected
via directed edge from requesters to best answerer, with
the edges weighted by the number of best answers in-
between. In particular, they model the authority scores
of users as a mixture of gamma distribution and use the
Fuzzy C-Means algorithm to partition users into differ-
ent numbers of clusters. They further use Bayesian
Information Criteria (BIC) to estimate the appropri-
ate number of mixtures. Finally, the users are classi-
fied into to classes, one representing authoritative users
with high in-degrees and the other non-authoritative
users with low in-degrees. In this way, the method can
automatically surface the number of experts in a com-
munity rather than producing a ranked list of users.
5 Comparison and Discussion
To gain a better understanding of state of the art,
we first summarize the existing expert recommendation
methods concerning the used dataset, the required in-
put & output, and the evaluation metric. We further
compare and discuss the methods from three perspec-
tives: the covered aspects of concern, reliance on suffi-
cient data, and complexity, to identify their strengths
and pitfalls. The three perspectives reflect the methods’
capability in the recommendation power, applicability
(robustness to cold start or sparse data), and easiness
of usage (implementation difficulty), respectively.
5.1 Datasets
In this section, we list the most used datasets by ex-
isting expert recommendation research. These datasets
include both the real-world and synthetic ones, as well
as those that do not belong to but are readily applicable
to evaluating the methods for the expert recommenda-
tion in CQA. Among the real-world datasets, only the
first two represent the dominant datasets used by most
existing research while all the others are less used.
5.1.1 Yahoo! Answers
Yahoo! Answers [3;6;27;35;45;66;83;87;90;92] is perhaps
the most popular and most studied datasets in Q&A
related research. The characteristics of Yahoo! An-
swers, such as the diversity of questions and answers,
the breadth of answering, and the quality of those an-
swers, are first investigated by Adamic et al. [11] in 2008.
In particular, they use user entropy to indicate a user’s
concentration or focus on the different categories of top-
ics. They further cluster questions and answers based
on the content to understand users’ activity on different
topics in CQA. The results showed that the majority of
users participated in a small number of topics. These
features set the practical foundation for predicting an-
swer quality by the amount of work and activities of
users. Since each question has at most one best answer,
the amount of ground truth might be sparse when only
a part of the entire dataset is used in experiments. For
this reason, some researchers set up their own criteria
to determine whether an answer is a “good” answers or
not, to expand the training and test set for their meth-
ods. For example, Li et al. [6] label an answer a “good”
answer either when it is selected as the best answer or
when it obtains more than 50% of up-votes for all the
answers of the question. Meanwhile, one answer is la-
beled as a “bad” answer if it receives more than 50% of
rate-downs for all answers of the question.
5.1.2 Stack Overflow
Stack Overflow [31;37;39;48;64;69;71;75;93;94] involves
over five million users and content about 11,053,469
questions, among which only 73% have received answers
and closed and 55%, i.e., over six million questions,
have accepted best answers (as of 10 March 2016). Like
the Yahoo! Answers dataset, the records in the Stack
Overflow dataset is massive, and most existing research
sample a subset of the entire dataset for study. For ex-
ample, Pal et al. [71] sample a small dataset of 100 users
and employ two expert coders to label the 100 users
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as either experts or non-experts. It turns out that the
inter-rater agreement between the expert coders is 0.72
(Fleiss kappa with 95%CI, p ∼ 0), indicating the high
agreement between the raters is not accidental. Out
of the 100 users, 22 are labeled as experts and rest as
non-experts.
5.1.3 Other CQA Datasets
TurboTax Live Community (TurboTax) 10 [64;65;71]:
this is a Q&A service related to preparation of tax re-
turns. TurboTax has employees that manually evaluate
an expert candidate on factors, such as correctness and
completeness of answers, politeness in responses, lan-
guage and choice of words used. They also have some
labeled experts.
Quara [95;96]: a general and probably the world’
largest Q& A website that covers various topics.
Java Developer Forum [41]: an online community
where people come to ask questions about Java. It has
87 sub-forums that focus on various topics concerning
Java programming. There is a broad diversity of users,
ranging from students learning Java to the top Java ex-
perts. A typical sub-forum, e.g., “Java Forum”, a place
for people to ask general Java programming questions,
has a total of 333,314 messages in 49,888 threads as of
as early as 2007.
Naver KnowledgeCiN : the largest question-
answering online community in South Korea. Nam
et al. [97] analyze the characteristics of knowledge gen-
eration and user participation behavior in this website
and finds that altruism, learning, and competency are
often the motivations for top answerers to participate.
Baidu Knows 11 : a Chinese language CQA service,
where a member can put questions with bounty to pro-
mote others answering it. Once the answer is accepted,
it turns into search result of relevant questions.
Tripadvisor forums 12 [14]: a travel-related websites
with user-generated content focusing on accommoda-
tion bookings. The service is free to users, who provide
feedback and reviews to hotels, accommodation facili-
ties, and other traveling related issues.
Sogou Wenwen [90]: formerly known as Tencent
Wenwen or Soso Wenwen, is similar to Quora and also
run with credit points and reputation points. Users can
obtain points by asking or answering questions and use
them as bounty.
Iask 13 [30]: a leading web 2.0 site in China. The
working mechanism is similar to Baidu Knows, while
in Iask, a requester can increase bounty to extend 15
days before question closed due to a previously accepted
answer.
Other datasets on Stack Exchange: such as com-
puter science14 , fitness15 [53], and cooking16 . There are
total 133 communities for knowledge sharing and ques-
tion answering, covering enormous topics on Stack Ex-
change.
Estonian Nature forum [53]: a Q&A website popular
in Estonia.
MedHelp 17 [79]: a website which partners with doc-
tors from hospitals and research facilities to provide on-
line discussion and to satisfy users’ medical information
needs.
5.1.4 Synthetic Dataset
Generally, no single method outperforms all the oth-
ers on all the datasets for two main reasons: first, online
communities usually have different structural charac-
teristics and lead to differences in the performance of
methods [41]; second, the same users may behave differ-
ently in different communities due to various reasons
such as the subjectivity and rewarding mechanism of a
Q&A system. Given the lack of benchmarks to evaluate
the different methods, it has become a common prac-
tice to conduct controlled experiments with simulated
datasets to test how a method performs under differ-
ent scenarios. We will not give more introduction to
the synthetic datasets due to the significant variances
in the assumptions and conditions to generating these
datasets.
5.1.5 Non-CQA Datasets
There are plenty of datasets do not belong to the
Q&A domain but are readily applicable to or have been
10http://ttlc.intuit.com/, May 2018.
11http://zhidao.baidu.com/, May 2018.
12http://www.tripadvisor.com/, May 2018.
13http://iask.sina.com.cn/, May 2018.
14http://cs.stackexchange.com/, May 2018.
15http://fitness.stackexchange.com/, May 2018.
16http://cooking.stackexchange.com/, May 2018.
17http://www.medhelp.org/, May 2018.
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used for the study of expert recommendation methods
for the CQA. A slight difference of the methods devel-
oped based on studying these datasets is that they most
aim to rank and find the most best-skilled or authorita-
tive users given an existing domain or topic instead of
a new question. These datasets include co-authorship
network [52;98;99] such as DBLP [100–102], social net-
works [16;103;104], microblogs [105–107] such as Twit-
ter [51], Email network [108–110], Internet forums [41],
log data [111], e-Learning platform [112], Usenet news-
groups [7;8], Google Groups [9], general documents [113],
and enterprise documents [20;26;114] such as Enterprise
track of TREC [115–117].
5.2 Input and Output
To ease illustration, we first summarize the typical
inputs and outputs of existing expert recommendation
methods in Table 2. Here, we list five categories of com-
monly used inputs for expert recommendation methods.
These inputs are either textual, numerical, or relational
information, while the outputs, i.e., the recommended
experts, are either ranked or unranked, depending on
the methods adopted.
Based on the input/output list, we further present a
comparison of the representative methods with respect
to their inputs and outputs in Table 3. Some methods
may use derived features from the original inputs as
additional inputs. For example, a classification method
may use the length of questions (implied by question
content), total question number of users (implied by
users’ question history), and total answer number of
users (implied by users’ answer history) as additional
features to train their models.
5.3 Evaluation Metrics
We summarize three categories of metrics used to
evaluate expert recommendation methods for CQA,
namely the basic, rank-based, and human-judgment-
based metrics. The following subsections introduce the
metrics of each category, respectively, where each met-
ric is computed as (the mean of) the average of the
metric values over a set of query questions or top-
ics [14;27;53;79;83;90].
5.3.1 Basic Metrics
There are four set-based metrics to evaluate an ex-
pert recommendation method:
Precision [64–66;118]: the fraction of users who are
true experts to the given questions, among all the users
recommended by a method.
Recall [53;64–66;118]: the fraction of users who are rec-
ommended by a method and meanwhile turn out to be
the real experts, among all the real experts to the given
questions.
F1-score
[64–66;68;69;118]: the harmonious average of
the Precision and Recall.
Accuracy [66;69;70;118]: the fraction of users who are
correctly identified as either an expert or an non-expert
by a method. The metric integrates the precision of the
method in identifying the experts and non-experts.
5.3.2 Rank-based Metrics
Precision at top n (P@n) [14;27;79;83;87;90;92;93;119]:
the percentage of the top-N candidate answers retrieved
that are correct. It is also known as Precision at top
n (P@n) [87;90;93;119] or Success at top N (S@N) [37]. A
special case is Precision@1 [95;96] when n = 1.
Recall at top N (R@N) [90;92;93;96], a natural expan-
sion of the basic recall to rank-based scenario, similar
to P@n.
Accuracy by Rank [96]: the ranking percentage of the
best answerer among all answers. A similar metric us-
ing the best answerer’s rank is proposed in [15] and [35].
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [6;14;27;53;72;83;84;90;94]:
the mean of the reciprocal ranks of the first correct ex-
perts over a set of questions, measuring gives us an idea
of how far down we must look in a ranked list in order
to find a correct answer.
Matching Set Count (MSC) @n [93;94]: the average
number of the questions that were replied by any user
ranked within top n recommended users.
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(nDCG) [53;95]: a number between 0 and 1, measuring
the performance of a recommendation system based
on the graded relevance of the recommended items. A
variant is nDCG@k, the division of the raw DCG by
the ideal DCG, where k is the maximum number of
items to be recommended.
Pearson Correlation Coefficient [45;120;121]: the cor-
relation degree between the estimated ranking with the
ranks of users according to the scores derived from the
user feedback.
Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) [70]: the probability
that an expert is scored higher than a non-expert.
5.3.3 Human Judgment-based Metrics
Correctness percentage: human judgment is nec-
essary in the case where the ground truth is unavail-
able or hard to be determined automatically. In such
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Table 2. Typical Inputs and Outputs of Expert Recommendation Methods
Type Category Id Input/output name Input/output type
Input
Question profile I0 content (and category) of the given question textual
User profile
I1 users’ question history user-question mapping
I2 users’ answer history user-answer mapping
I3 users’ historical viewing and answering activity multiple user-question mapping
I4 timestamps of users’ answering activity numerical
Historical
questions & answers
I5 question content textual
I6 question category info textual
I7 question tags textual
I8 answer content textual
I9 best answer info answer–{0,1} mapping
Social profile
IA voting info numerical
IB user reputation numerical
Network profile IC question-answer relations among users directed user-user mapping
Output Recommended
experts
O1 an unranked group of experts set
O2 a ranked list of experts list
Table 3. A Comparison of Inputs and Outputs of Representative Expert Recommendation Methods
Category Representative method I0 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 IA IB IC O1 O2
Simple
methods
Votes
√ √ √
Best answer proportion
√ √ √
Consine similarity based on TF-IDF [19]
√ √ √ √
Language
models
QLL [23–25]
√ √ √ √
Category-sensitive QLL [27;27]
√ √ √ √ √
Expertise-aware QLL [6;28]
√ √ √ √ √
Topic
models
PLSA [15;34], LDA [36], STM [37], UQA [3]
√ √ √ √
DRM [35]
√ √ √ √ √
TagLDA [39]
√ √ √ √
Network-based
methods
Indegree [41], PageRank [47;48], HITS [46;53]
√ √
z-score [41], Expertise-aware methods [14;41;45;55;56]
√ √ √ √
Reputation-aware methods [60;61]
√ √ √
Category-sensitive methods [57;58]
√ √ √ √
Graph embedding method [63]
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Classification
methods
SVM [65;66], C4.5 [65], RF [48], GBDT [70]
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
LTR [72]
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
Expertise probability
model Bernoulli MAP model
[77]
√ √ √
Collaborative
Filtering
MF [79]
√ √ √ √ √
Tag-based PMF [81]
√ √ √ √ √ √
Hybrid
methods
QLL+LDA [30], Topical PageRank [83],
TEL [87],LDA+TF [90]
√ √ √ √
Topical PageRank+Expertise [89]
√ √ √ √ √
QLL+LDA+userActivity+Indegree [30]
√ √ √ √ √ √ √
Indegree+Clustering [55]
√ √ √ √ √ √
cases, humans usually give either Yes/No answers [3]
or ratings [41] to the recommended users. Then, the
system calculates the percentage of correctly recom-
mended users by investigating the agreement between
the judgments made by different people [55;83;118].
5.4 Covered Aspects of Concern
To study the covered aspects of concern of differ-
ent methods, we summarize the main aspects of con-
cern and their indicators in an expert recommendation
problem in Table 4. The inputs taken by each method
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directly reflect the method’s covered aspects of con-
cern. For example, to take user expertise into account,
a method needs to consider at least one of the three as-
pects: user reputation, voting information to answers,
and best answer flags of answers. An indicator either
belongs to or originates from the inputs. It falls into
at least one of the two aspects: answer probability and
expertise level of users.
The inputs and outputs only give some intuitive
clues of how powerful each method might be. In fact, it
is not only the inputs but also the ways of using these
inputs and the underlying techniques that determine
a method’s capability in adequately addressing the ex-
pert recommendation problem. In the following, we
elaborate each aspect of concern and make a compar-
ative discussion of the investigated methods according
to their covered aspects of concern.
5.4.1 Answer Probability
A large body of the research on the expert recom-
mendation in CQA focuses merely on ranking the rel-
evance of the given question with users’ previously an-
swered questions. The underlying assumption is that
users are more likely to answer those questions that are
similar to their previously answered ones. This type
covers all the methods that consider users’ answer prob-
ability yet not users’ expertise level in Table 4 and range
from the simple Cosine similarity method to QLL, LDA,
MF, and further to hybrid methods that combine the
above techniques like TEL.
Similar to the general recommendation approach,
it is reasonable to assume a user prefers to answer the
questions that are similar to her already-answered ques-
tions. On the other hand, there is no evidence to show
that the stronger relevance of a user to a given ques-
tion also indicates a higher expertise level of the user
in answering that question. Therefore, such methods
may not be able to distinguish users’ different levels of
expertise in either a question or a topic, and the rec-
ommended experts may not provide quality answers to
the given question.
Other issues with this type of methods are related
to the consideration of categories or topics. While con-
sidering the category or topic information enables a
method to provide personalized recommendations cus-
tomized to the given question, it raises additional issues
to the method. First, the category-sensitive methods
highly rely on the availability and proper definition of
categories. For example, suppose a user has answered
a lot of questions about ‘c++’ covered by the category
of ‘Programming,’ and is deemed a potential answerer
for questions of this category. Given a question related
to another programming language like ‘Python,’ which
is also covered by the category of ‘Programming,’ rec-
ommending this user as an expert may not be appro-
priate as the user may not be familiar with ‘Python’ as
well. The topic-sensitive approach is more reasonable as
topics are usually not predefined but dynamically con-
structed by algorithms, and therefore they can adapt
to the ever increasing questions and answers in a Q&A
community.
Second, an inevitable issue with considering cate-
gories or topics is that a user may have an expertise
in multiple categories or topics. For category-sensitive
methods, although the correlation among categories
can be incorporated explicitly, it could be difficult to
designate a question to a single category when the ques-
tion is related to multiple categories. For the topic-
sensitive methods, they mostly discover topics based on
probabilistic models such as LDA. Since the probabilis-
tic models distribute the total probability of 1 among all
the topics for each user, having a higher probability on
one topic will discount the probability on other topics.
However, the fact is, a user could be more relevant to
multiple topics than another user simultaneously. This
situation has not been sufficiently taken into account
by the existing research.
5.4.2 User Expertise
There are a few methods that take into account
user expertise while neglecting to consider the answer
probability of users in the expert recommendation in
CQA. These methods typically include simple tech-
niques (e.g., votes, best answer proportion) and the ex-
pertise probabilistic model in Table 4. A limitation of
these methods is that they only consider the probabil-
ity of a user giving the best answer under the condition
that the user has decided to answer the given question.
The fact is, a user with the appropriate expertise may
not answer the question in the first place due to var-
ious reasons such as lack of interest or unavailability.
Therefore, as far as answer probability is concerned,
the recommended experts may not have a good chance
of giving a quality answer.
Another issue with the methods of this type is that
they commonly compute a global expertise score for
each user while neglecting the fact that user expertise
may also be topic-sensitive, similar to answer proba-
bility. Consequently, the recommendation results inde-
pendent of to the specific problem scenario: given a new
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Table 4. Aspects of Concern and Their Indicators Covered by Representative Expert Recommendation Methods
Category Representative method Answer probability Expertise level
Simple
methods
Votes vote counts of answers
Best answer proportion best answer ratio
Consine similarity of TF-IDF [19] textual relevance
Language
models
QLL [23–25] textual relevance
Category-sensitive QLL [27;27] question category
textual relevance
Expertise-aware QLL [6;28] textual relevance best answer ratio
Topic
models
PLSA [15;34], LDA [36], STM [37], UQA [3] topical relevance
DRM [35] topical relevance
TagLDA [39] topical relevance of tags
Network-based
methods
Indegree [41] a# of users
PageRank [47;48], HITS [46;53] a# & q# of users a# & q# of users
z-score [41] a# & q# of users a# & q# of users,
best answer number
Expertise-aware methods [14;41;45;55;56] a# & q# of users a# & q# of users,
best answer number
Reputation-aware methods [60;61] a# & q# of users a# & q# of users,
user reputation
Category-sensitive methods [57;58] a# & q# of users,
category relevance
a# & q# of users
Graph embedding method [63] a# & q# of users,
textual relevance
a# & q# of users,
best answer number
Classification
methods
SVM [65;66], C4.5 [65], RF [48],
GBDT [70], LTR [72]
textual relevance,
question features,
user features (e.g., a#),
metrics (e.g., z-score)
best answer number
Expertise prob.
model Bernoulli MAP model
[77] best answer ratio
Collaborative
Filtering
MF [79] textual relevance
Tag-based PMF [81] textual relevance of tags best answer ratio
Hybrid
methods
QLL+LDA [30], TEL [87] textual & topical relevance
LDA+TF [90] textual & topical relevance
Indegree+Clustering [55] a# & q# of users best answer number
Topical PageRank [83] topical relevance,
a# & q# of users
a# & q# of users
Topical PageRank+Expertise [89] topical relevance,
a# & q# of users
a# & q# of users,
best answer number
QLL+LDA+userActivity+Indegree [30] textual/topical relevance,
a#, q#, active time of users
best answer number
Note: q# and a# denote the number of questions asked and answered by a user, respectively.
question, the recommended experts may perform gener-
ally well but unfortunately perform poorly on the given
question. The global expertise model is most suitable
for scenarios where the same topic covers all questions.
5.4.3 Both Aspects
Given the importance of both aspects of concern,
many existing methods, especially the latest ones, com-
bine the two above aspects for the better expert recom-
mendation. These methods typically include expertise-
aware QLL models, all variants of PageRank/HITS,
classification methods, collaborative filtering methods,
and hybrid methods that combine two or more of the
above methods. The straightforward way of integrat-
ing the two aspects is to compute a score for each as-
pect separately and then combine the two scores into a
weighted sum, which would be used as the criterion for
ranking users and deriving the recommendation results.
The other methods, including network-based methods,
classification methods, and collaborative filtering meth-
ods, combine the two aspects of consideration more nat-
urally.
For example, the network-based methods natu-
rally incorporate the two aspects to compute a sin-
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gle criterion, user authoritativeness, for the expert
recommendation—the users who have provided many
questions yet asked few questions are considered au-
thoritative; such users are generally believed to have
both higher probabilities to answer and better exper-
tise in a user-user network. An alternative is to use the
related user number to replace question number in the
above computation. This replacement slight changes
the computation method but does not affect the author-
itativeness definition. Instead of using a single metric
such as authoritativeness to recommend experts, the
classification methods directly take various factors as
features, without explicitly distinguishing the two as-
pects, to train a classification model. A limitation with
classification methods is that they generally deliver a
set of users as experts without further differentiating
them. Therefore, they lack the flexibility to decide how
many users to recommend as experts on the fly.
To explicitly utilize the best answer information in
a network-based method, a simple approach is to re-
place the ‘requester-answerer’ relationship in a user-
user network into the ‘requester-best answerer’ relation-
ship among users. In this case, a link is drawn from one
user to another user only when the second user has pro-
vided the best answer to the first users’ questions. The
indegrees and other metrics (e.g., authoritativeness) of
users derived from the modified model can directly be
used to recommend users who are both active and have
the right expertise. In this way, the recommended ex-
perts are those who have provided best answers to the
largest numbers of other users and have been answered
by the fewest other users on their raised questions.
Currently, almost all the hybrid methods that cover
both aspects involves network-based methods as a com-
ponent. These methods therefore still share some draw-
backs of the basic network-based methods. First, the
experts recommended by such methods are specific to
a user-user network rather than a particular topic or a
question. Intuitively, both the transitivity of users’ au-
thoritativeness and the effectiveness of network-based
methods depend on the condition that the interactions
between users concern only one topic. Second, although
the link structure can, to some extent, implies the corre-
lation among users and questions, the user-user network
is not directly related to a user’s topical preference. To
recommended experts for a given problem, they still
need some approach to connect the question to users or
their historical questions to make a personalized recom-
mendation. The more recent expertise-aware network-
based methods often hybridize with relevance models
(e.g., language models and topic models) to overcome
the above deficiencies.
Another possible issue with the hybridization of
network-based methods with other methods is that au-
thoritativeness is a vague concept, which already, to
some extent, implies the interest and expertise of users.
Therefore, the combination of techniques may cause the
hybrid methods to consider multiple times of the same
aspects. The rationale and effect of such hybridization
are yet to be examined.
5.5 Reliance on Sufficient Data
The cold start or data sparsity problem concerns
both the ground truth or numbers of users’ activity
records, and it turns out to be a common challenge for
all the investigated expert recommendation methods.
For the amount of ground truth, the rule of thumb is
that the more straightforward methods tend to be less
affected by the small ground truth size, as the more
complicated methods usually require a larger train set.
For example, the classification methods generally per-
form better under high-dimensional features given suffi-
cient training data. When the training data is limited,
these methods need to restrain the dimensionality to
avoid over-fitting. In contrast, the voting-base tech-
niques require no training and thus unaffected by the
size of training data.
The effect of the historical record numbers of users
on the recommendation methods is closely related to
the early detection of experts, i.e., promoting the par-
ticipation rate of new experts or rising stars, i.e., the
low profile users who have strong potential to con-
tribute to the community later after short observations
in CQA [69]. The lack of sufficient information in the
user profile is, in fact, the primary obstacle towards
identifying such early-career experts. Previous stud-
ies [22] show that only 15.67% of all users in Yahoo! An-
swers answered more than four questions. This obser-
vation indicates that all these approaches involve only
a small portion of highly active users and therefore can-
not recommend new questions to the rest of the com-
munity. If the recommendation method can also involve
the good users with few activity records, these users can
become motivated to take more intensive participation
in a community or even develop into highly active ex-
perts.
Despite the significance of early expert detection is-
sue, the markers that reflect the expertise of an or-
dinary user (e.g., number of answers and number of
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best answers) are not that strong for a newly joined
user. Therefore, not much prior work has researched on
finding potential experts in early-stage in CQA [64;65;71].
Many existing methods bypass the cold start and data
sparsity issues due to their reliance on sufficient data
from CQA systems. For example, some approaches con-
sider only those users who previously provided more
than 5 [40], 10 [3] or even 20 answers [122]. Other meth-
ods take only users with a significant number of best
answers into consideration (e.g., more than 10 [30] or 20
best answers [31]).
Among the existing methods, we identify two
promising categories of methods that can potentially
better detect experts early. One is semi-supervised
Learning methods (e.g., [68]), which regard users who
provide above average-best-answers on a topic tag as
topical experts. They apply a data-driven approach to
predict whether a user will become an expert in the
long term. The other is expertise propagation meth-
ods (e.g., [123]), which infer or consolidate the expertise
of low-profile users by propagating the expertise of old
users through their shared activities in a community.
5.6 Method Complexity
Generally, the more aspects considered, the better a
method can potentially perform, and the more compli-
cated the method could be. The expertise-aware tech-
niques based on QLL usually combine the two aspects
linearly using the simple weight sum method. The pri-
mary issue with these methods is the difficulty in allo-
cating the weights wisely among the two aspects. Usu-
ally, they need to resort to human experience or re-
peated trials in real applications to determine the opti-
mal weights.
Though applicable to the expert recommendation
problem, recommendation techniques face severe chal-
lenges besides the fundamental issues like the cold start
problem. For example, considering multiple aspects of
concerns could make a recommendation technique com-
plex and challenging to optimize. More recently recom-
mendation methods such as factorization machines may
help resolve the problem but have not yet been applied
to the expert recommendation in CQA.
Despite the ability to incorporate multiple aspects
of concern, there is a lack of universal principle regard-
ing which features to use for the classification methods.
Consequently, the performance of classification meth-
ods largely depends on the features used and whether
the technique and features fit the size of the labeled
data.
6 Future Directions
After reviewing the state of the art methods, we
identify several challenging yet promising issues for
the future research. We summarize them as realistic
user modeling, recommending experts as a collabora-
tive group, coping with dynamicity, utilization of ex-
ternal data, and comprehensive expert recommenda-
tion solutions. In the following, we review the lim-
ited related studies to the above challenges, highlight
the significance of and new opportunities for address-
ing these challenges, and finally, outlook the promising
directions for future research. We hope this discussion
could provide novel viewpoints to the existing studies
and encourage more future contributions to this promis-
ing field of research.
6.1 Realistic User Modeling
Expert recommendation relies on effective user
modeling. Intuitively, there exist three aspects of con-
cerns that affect whether a user gives a high-quality
answer to a question in a real Q&A scenario as follows:
The chance of a user noticing the question. Since
a user may not have an opportunity to see a question,
the user may not be an answerer to this question even
though the user is an expert. The expert recommen-
dation problem in CQA, however, is based on a dif-
ferent assumption from the real-world scenarios, i.e.,
how likely a user would answer a question and mean-
while provide a high-quality answer to the question if
the user is invited to answer the question. Due to the
above difference, when using the real-world labeled data
to train the recommendation models, the recommenda-
tion methods should better take into account the pos-
sibility that a user may not have answered a question
just because the user does not have the chance to no-
tice the question. The likelihood that a user would see
a question in real-world scenarios depends on various
factors such as user availability (e.g., how often a user
is online and available to answer questions), user be-
haviors (e.g., whether the user looks for new questions
to answer actively), and other users’ activities related
to the question (e.g., how widespread the question is
among users).
User’s willingness to answer the question. Even if
a user has noticed a question, the user may choose not
to answer it. A user’s willingness to answer a question
also depends on various factors such as how well the
question fits the user’s interest, user’s self-confidence
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on the quality of answers, and user’s expected gains
from answering the question.
User’s expertise level on the question. Even if a user
has noticed a question and is willing to answer it, the
user may not have the adequate knowledge to give a
high-quality answer. That is the first and foremost rea-
son that we need an expert recommendation approach
in CQA.
Besides identifying the different aspects, we need to
find a reasonable way to combine them to recommend
real experts more comprehensively given a new ques-
tion. Unfortunately, the existing expert recommenda-
tion methods usually consider only the second, the last,
or both the above aspects. For example, most language
models and topic models focus on recommending users
who are most likely to answer the given question. How-
ever, a high possibility of a user answering a question
does not necessarily mean the user would be able to pro-
vide a high-quality answer. Many link analysis meth-
ods identify experts as the most authoritative users in
a user-user network, where authoritativeness is a dif-
ferent concept from either relevance and user expertise.
Therefore, the most authoritative users are not guar-
anteed to be willing to answer a question nor being
able to give a high-quality answer. Besides, some clas-
sification methods merely rely on the previous answer
quality and some metadata features without consider-
ing users’ topical distributions. For this reason, a rec-
ommended expert by such methods may not want to
answer a question even if the user is a good answerer in
general. Worse still, to the best of our knowledge, the
first aspect has not been considered by any previous
research efforts. A promising research direction is to
incorporate expert recommendation method with mod-
els that could effectively predict user behaviors, just
like the prediction of check-ins in a Point of Interest
recommendation problem [124].
6.2 Coping with Dynamicity
Currently, the vast majority of research efforts con-
sider the expert recommendation problem in a static
context, where they use a snapshot of users’ previously
asked or answered questions for the expert recommen-
dation. However, the real-world question answering
websites are dynamic, with new users joining and leav-
ing, users’ interest changing, users’ roles transforming,
users’ mutual interactions evolving, and the content on
the website never stopping updating [125]. Therefore, it
is especially promising to develop methods that lever-
age the temporal information to make the expert rec-
ommendation methods adaptive in a dynamic context
in a real-time fashion.
Currently, user availability is the most commonly
consider dynamic aspect for the expert recommenda-
tion problem. Several studies used temporal features to
estimate the availability of users for a given day [6;93;123]
or for a specific time of the day [93;126]. For example,
Sung et al. [123] use all replies of users to train a sigmoid
function and Chang et al. [93] build binary classifiers us-
ing all responses of users within a fixed time frame (pre-
vious day). Differs from the above work, Yeniterzi et
al. [94] use only the particular question-related replies to
estimate availability.
Besides user availability, we identify two promising
directions to cope with the dynamicity in CQA:
User interest drifts. Similar to general recommen-
dation systems, the expert recommendation problem
for CQA also faces the user interest drift issue [127]. A
straightforward solution is to include a decaying fac-
tor to suppress questions answered in remote history
and focus on users’ recent interest (reflected by their
shifting answering behavior) [128]. Although the topic
drift issue has been studied in multiple areas such as
social networks and mobile crowdsourcing [129], it is al-
most an unexplored topic in the CQA context. More
factors such as fluctuations in user behaviors and more
sophisticated time series prediction methods could be
employed to gain better results.
Dynamic user expertise. Generally, users’ expertise
may not be consistent as well, as users’ skills may im-
prove over time and the quality of their answers may
depend on various factors such as the users’ status and
other users’ behaviors on a given question, not men-
tioning the impact from the evolution of the Q&A com-
munity. Pal et al. [130] analyze the evaluation of experts
over time and show that estimating expertise using tem-
poral data outperforms using static snapshots of the
data. In a very recent work [94], Yeniterzi et al. incor-
porate temporal information to model dynamic user ex-
pertise and apply two models, namely exponential and
hyperbolic discounting models, to discount the effect
of older records in calculating z-scores. This method
is still rather straightforward being equivalent to us-
ing a decaying factor. In particular, the z-scores are
calculated for each time interval and then discounted
according to its temporal distance from the question’s
hosting interval. In the field of answer quality predic-
tion, Szpektor [131] use a more advanced set of temporal
features calculated between the time at which a ques-
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tion and its replies are posted to improve prediction
results. The similar method applies o the expert rec-
ommendation problem.
In summary, all the above dynamic aspects are sug-
gesting an expert recommendation method suitable to
self-evolve in an online fashion [132]. However, none of
the above methods is designed to be online-friendly, and
it could take tremendous time to retrain the new model
when new information becomes available, which is un-
acceptable in practice as most Q&A systems in the
real-world involves a massive amount of data overall.
Therefore, a promising research direction is to intro-
duce novel methods that are capable of incrementally
learning about users and continuously adapting their
recommendation behaviors over time effectively and ef-
ficiently. Besides the short of related work, we believe
the dynamicity-related research for CQA is still at a
preliminary stage, as most of the methods used are rel-
atively simple and predict different aspects of considera-
tion, such as user availability, user interest, and user ex-
pertise, separately. Moreover, they have not considered
the possible correlations among these aspects. There-
fore, another potential point of research is to predict
different aspects of features simultaneous using a single,
comprehensive model for better results. As an exam-
ple, Tensor Factorization (TF) [133] may model the cor-
relations among high-dimensional features better than
Matrix Factorization (MF).
6.3 Recommending Experts as a Collaborative
Group
Since a single user may not be able to well or fully
address a given question, most methods would recom-
mend either a ranked list or an unranked group of users
instead of one user. The recommended user group is
expected to address the question better than a single
user, and their answers are supposed to be better than
most, or ideally all the other possible user groups that
contain the same number of members when considered
as a whole. An ideal expert group should satisfy the
following conditions. First, the question must appeal
to all group members so that they are likely to answer
the question. Second, the group members should be
compatible with one another, so that the existence of
one user in the group would not discourage another
user to answer the question. Third, it is desirable for
the group members to complement one another in the
knowledge domains required to address the question,
given that users may have different sets of skills and
differed level of expertise on different skill aspects [134].
Another benefit of group recommendation is the poten-
tial to make the recommending technique adaptive to
specific scenarios and reduce the generation of redun-
dant information in Q&A communities. For example,
by capturing a global insight into an expert group, a
method can automatically adjust the number of experts
to recommend. In this way, the difficult questions may
get more answers than easier ones.
To better answer a question, it is necessary to eval-
uate and select a competitive combination of poten-
tial answerers as a collaborative group. Unfortunately,
there is rarely any studies on this topic, and the group
recommendation methods for traditional recommender
system assume known user groups before making a rec-
ommendation [135–137]. For example, Pal et al. propose
an expert group recommendation for the CQA [138],
aiming to find the experts from predefined communi-
ties to provide an answer. Given a new question, the
authors compute its similarity with the three aspects of
features of each community, namely question features,
user features, and community features. Then, they use
the two k-NN algorithms over the similarity metrics to
build a vector of community scores for each community.
Finally, they use linear regression, Borda Count, SVM
Ranking, as well as the combinations of the above three
methods to train a binary classifier for distinguishing
the desired from the non-desired communities for the
given question. The issue with this method, as well
as the traditional group recommendation methods, is
that the users are evaluated separately and later put
together to form a group. Consequently, the workers’
answers may not collectively better address the ques-
tion from the requester’s perspective as the second and
third conditions above may not be well met.
Intuitively, the users who have frequently answers
the similar question are likely to be compatible with
one another [139]. A possible solution following this in-
sight is to propose an expert recommendation scheme
that aims at selecting the best subset (e.g. of a size of k)
of collaborative users by learning their co-occurrence in
the same thread and topical expertise simultaneously.
The selection of a group of collaborative users could also
borrow ideas from two closely related topics, namely
optimal task decomposition [140] and user group evalu-
ation. Task decomposition is the opposite approach
of group formation, which aims to break the knowl-
edge requirement into sub-requirements and find a user
for every sub-requirement to compose the final group.
User group evaluation aims to set better heuristics to
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promote better recommendation results and answers to
the given question. On this aspect, Chang et al. [93]
hypothesize that valuable question-answer threads are
those where several people collaborate. A natural ap-
plication of this hypothesis in group expert recommen-
dation is that, instead of aiming to maximize the re-
quester’s satisfaction on the given question, we could
select the group of collaborative users in such a way
that maximizes the long-term value to a broader audi-
ence of the thread.
6.4 Leveraging External Information
To address the cold start problem and the sparsity
of data, especially, users with the low level of activ-
ity, it is crucial to leverage external data to facilitate
the better expert recommendation in CQA. The types
of non-CQA data may vary depending on the exter-
nal services and platforms. Typically, they include the
“about me” description, homepage, blogs, micro-blogs,
or social networking sites. For example, many users
make their GitHub homepages public in Stack Over-
flow, which could be an external source of information
to estimate the users’ expertise.
Until now, existing expert recommendation research
for CQA only uses external information in a nar-
row scope in a relatively simplistic manner. They
mostly focus on users’ social attributes including inter-
relationship in social networks (either within or out-
side the Q&A system) [141], and they either obtain user
attributes through heuristic statistics outside of the
model or combine users’ social attributes with the orig-
inal expert recommendation model by linear interpola-
tion. The limited related work includes: Srba et al. [119]
use non-CQA sources of data in topic-model-based ap-
proaches as a supplement for Q&A activities in exper-
tise estimation; Zhao et al. [96] consider both topical in-
terests and the “following relations” between the users
to build a user-to-user graph. The graph is then used in
combination with past question-answering activities of
users to evaluate and rank users. Instead of using social
attributes as heuristics to estimate user expertise, both
Liu et al. [142] and Luo et al. [143] directly use users’ so-
cial characteristics as additional features in addition to
user expertise for the expert recommendation in CQA;
Zhao et al. [95] combine heuristics from two different so-
cial networks, i.e., social following and social friendship
on Twitter and Quora for ranking answerers.
Besides the explicit links to external information
sources for the users in a Q&A system, we identify
two promising fields of research that could avail the
detection and use of external information by an expert
recommendation method. The first is account linkage
techniques, which aim to identify and link to accounts
of the same users on different systems such as web-
sites. By automatically detecting the linked account of
a user in CQA, the external information for this user
could be efficiently extracted and utilized. The second
is cross-domain learning, represented by transfer learn-
ing techniques, which aims to utilize the information in
the related or similar domains to help learn user models
for a targeted domain. Though great potentials in the
Q&A domain, both techniques have not yet currently
introduced to the CQA.
6.5 More Comprehensive Solutions
Despite hybrid methods have considered multiple
aspects of concern comprehensively, the research in this
area is still at a preliminary stage as many of those
methods simple combine the calculation results on dif-
ferent aspects as a weighted sum. Considering this de-
ficiency, it is beneficial to develop more comprehensive
methods. To this end, we advocate several approaches
beyond the existing techniques for the expert recom-
mendation in CQA: factorization machines, ensemble
learning, graph embedding, and deep learning models.
We will briefly discuss them in the following.
Factorization machines (FM) [144] is a matrix factor-
ization based machine learning models similar to linear
regression models. It represents a generic approach that
combines the generality of feature engineering with the
superiority of factorization models in estimating inter-
actions between the massive variables in a vast domain.
FM model has the advantages of embedded variable
interactions, reliable estimation of a linear number of
parameters under high sparsity, and applicability to a
variety of prediction tasks including regression, binary
classification, and ranking. All these advantages make
FM a better replacement of traditional recommenda-
tion methods such as matrix factorization and tensor
factorization for the expert recommendation in CQA.
Ensemble learning [145] is a method of using multiple
learning algorithms to obtain better performance than
that obtainable by any of individual learning algorithm
alone. It generally includes parallel and the sequen-
tial ensemble learning and applies to various problems
such as classification, regression, feature selection, and
anomaly detection. Therefore, it could be potentially
used to recommend experts in CQA. Following the se-
quential or parallel ensemble paradigms, the candidate
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experts are either filtered by one learning algorithm af-
ter another or obtained by merging the recommended
lists of experts by different algorithms. Gradient tree
boosting [146], represented by XGBoost [147], is another
class of ensemble models that shines in many applica-
tions in recent years. It is also promising yet unexplored
in the context of CQA.
Graph embedding [148] is an effective and efficient
way to solve the various graph analytics problems such
as node classification, node recommendation, and link
prediction while well overcoming the high computa-
tion and space cost issues of traditional graph analytics
methods. It converts the graph data into a low di-
mensional space which maximally preserves the graph’s
properties and structural information. In fact, graphs
is an ideal form to represent the complicated interac-
tions among various aspects of users, questions, and
answers in CQA, especially when considering multiple
aspects of concern and numerous information sources.
A benefit of applying the graph embedding approach is
that various approximation algorithms and probabilis-
tic solutions are readily available to address complex
problems.
Deep learning [149] has proven successful in many ap-
plications, and various deep learning models such as
those based on autoencoders and neural autoregressive
models have been applied to recommender systems [150].
Deep learning models have the advantage of utilizing
multimodal heterogeneous features and thus has the po-
tential of solving complex problems such as the expert
recommendation problem on a large scale. Convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) is the only a deep learn-
ing model we are aware of that combines user feature
representations with question feature representations to
recommend experts for a given question in CQA [151].
A closely related topic to the expert recommen-
dation in CQA is question answering, which aims to
find or generate answers to a given question auto-
matically. This topic is more classic and also heavily
researched in the Q&A research domain. Other re-
lated research topics include question retrieval, answer
quality/probability prediction, and expert finding in
broader contexts. In fact, though rare adoption for the
expert recommendation problem, deep learning models
have been widely applied for question answering in the
domain of CQA. Therefore, it could be a good idea to
borrow and adapt the various sophisticated methods in
these related domains to address the expert recommen-
dation problem in CQA.
7 Conclusions
In this survey, we focus on the expert recommen-
dation problem, one of the most significant issues in
Community question answering (CQA), and review the
main techniques and state-of-the-art efforts on address-
ing the problem. We have summarized and compared
the existing methods in various aspects, including the
datasets, input and output, evaluation metric, the cov-
ered aspects of concern, robustness over data distribu-
tions, and complexity, followed by discussing the advan-
tages and shortcomings of these methods and pointing
out the open issues and promising future research di-
rections. We hope this survey can help readers gain a
quick and comprehensive understanding of the state of
the art research in the expert recommendation in CQA
and inspire more future research in this area.
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